
Wim Hof Method 
Fundamentals Workshop 

with Mal 'Ice Mal' Jones 

Introduction to the Wim Hof Method
What Wim is capable of was s viewed as scientifically impossible. In 2007 the first scientific analysis was 

done at Feinstein Institute in New York. In 2011, the University Medical Center St. Radboud in Nijmegen 

really got the ball rolling. After running several tests they couldn’t but admit that Wim and others are able 

to voluntarily influence the Autonomic Nervous System by practicing the wim hof method. Something 

which up until then was thought impossible. This groundbreaking finding, published in PNAS and Nature, 

established credibility and bred curiosity among academia. Increasingly, researchers across a wide range of 

disciplines have since taken an interest and completed significant studies, with many promising studies 

underway.

Cold Therapy

The cold is your warm friend. 

Exposing your body to it in the right 

way starts a cascade of health ben-

efits, including the buildup of brown 

adipose tissue and subsequent 

fat loss, reduced inflammation to 

facilitate a fortified immune system, 

balanced hormone levels, improved 

sleep quality, and the production of 

endorphins— the feel-good chem-

icals in the brain that naturally 

elevate your mood.

Breathing

We’re always breathing, yet we’re 

mostly unaware of its tremendous 

potential. Heightened oxygen levels 

hold a treasure trove of benefits, 

and the specialized breathing 

technique of the Wim Hof Method 

unearths them all: more energy, 

reduced stress levels, and an aug-

mented immune response to swiftly 

deal with pathogens.

Commitment

The third pillar is the foundation of 

the other two: both cold exposure 

and conscious breathing require 

patience and dedication in order to 

be fully mastered. Armed with focus 

and determination you are ready to 

explore and eventually master your 

own body and mind.



THE NO-PROGRAM- PROGRAM

15 minutes

45 minutes 

30 minutes

45 minutes

60 minutes

30 minutes

15 minutes

Welcome and Introductions 

Sharing our Stories & Goals 

Wim Hof & The Science (What, Why & How!) 

Breathing instruction & practice 

Cold Preparation & Ice Bath 

Reflection & Q&A Session 

Wrap up, take away actions. & next steps

Private Worshops:

Mal offers exclusive private workshops at his 

home in Seattle. Participants also get to enjoy 

the Hot Tub, Sauna & excellent WHM 

conversations around the outdoor fire-pit.

Attendees: Limited to 10 people;

What to bring

Safety Warnings: 

Discuss with doctor first if you have;

• Heart, Epilepsy, Stroke related existing
conditions or are high risk for same

• Raynauds Syndrome, Migraines, recent
operations, Kidney Failure, Panic
Disorder, Severe Asthma etc.

NEVER do the breathing Technique;

• in Water, while swimming / diving,
standing, moving, operating machinery;

• ALWAYS sit or lie in a safe place &
LISTEN to your body!. NEVER push it.

Cold is a powerful tool to improve health BUT:

• it can easily cause Hypothermia,
Frostbite, Unconsciousness & even
death; build up slowly

Contact Mal @ 
mal@icemal.energy

206-484-5029
www.icemal.energy

Benefits of the Wim Hof Method:

Mal's Wim Hof Journey! 
Mal discovered the Wim Hof method in 2016, 
while relentlessly searching for ways to ease his 
progressive chronic pain & inflammation issues . 
The doctors offered only 2 solutions, 'the knife 
and/or the pill' . At his worst Mal was taking 18 
pills a day and injecting biologic anti 
inflammatory drugs twice a month. He was 
getting more drugged and depressed every day 
and self medicating with alcohol!

In 2016, with some initial success practicing the 
method on his own, Mal took the leap and 
attended an introductory fundamentals 
workshop, delivered by Wim, in Vancouver BC.

During the breathing practice, guided by Wim, 
something remarkable happened; firstly, Mal's 
pain disappeared completely for about 2-3 
minutes, this had not happened in years! 
secondly, while in the Ice Bath, Mal felt more 
mindful and present than ever before, even after 
almost 3 decades of trying various meditation 
techniques!

'I was overcome with  emotion, I was in 
disbelief, how could a simple breathing 
technique & some cold exposure do in minutes, 
what the medical profession could not do in 20+ 
years! for the first time in years I felt hope & I 
was motivated to continue my journey'. To learn 
more Mal took the advanced program in LA and 
the Master Program in Oregon and became a  
Wim Hof Instructor in 2018. 

'Let me guide you into this life changing 
method' ... Mal

Mal 'Ice Mal' Jones 

Mal has reached a very special place in his life, for the very 
first time, his Professional and Personal goals are fully 
aligned! However, his journey, while often a fun ride, was 
fraught with many difficult challenges and choices.

By all accounts, Mal had a very ‘successful’ career, taking 
leadership roles within F100 companies and launching 
several of his own successful business ventures. He was 
young, hungry, and traveled the world to further his 
‘success’… what could go wrong! 

Alas, the toll of 25+ 'successful 'years in business, not 
dealing with his long standing personal struggles; and his 
ever expanding list of health issues; Mal was finally 
motivated to switch paths. Like many others, many of the 
challenges he faced, stemmed from his past, in Mal's case, 
a difficult childhood. 

Mal did not set out to coach others; he merely wanted to 
regain his own health and find more meaning and 
happiness. But now that he has reclaimed his life, he feels 
compelled to help as many others as he can. Mal's mission 
is simple, yet profound and its why he delivers these 
workshops regularly. 

'to shift perspectives, so we can all live more authentic, 
healthful, mindful, meaningful and successful lives; 
free from the psychological, emotional and physical 

pain of our stories; and in doing so, becoming Happier, 
Healthier, Stronger and more Successful versions of 

ourselves'. 

Join me on this beautiful Journey'... Mal

Mal's WHM Workshops:

- Reduced stress, depression, & anxiety
- Increased energy, vitality & happiness
- Reduced pain & inflammation
- Better quality of sleep
- Better handling of fear & challenges
- Heightened focus & determination
- Improved sports /work performance
- A more balanced immune system
- A more efficient cardiovascular system
- A better flow / balance in body systems

• Swimsuit

• Towel

•    Sunscreen (if appropriate)

• Light Snack

• Water (& coffee if you like!)

• Warm change of clothes

• Notepad & pen

• Energy, Enthusiasm & an open mind

• Printed & Signed Waiver Form

NOTE: If you would like to host a WHM 

Workshop at your studio / location, contact 

Mal; mal@icemal.energy  

There are limited opportunities throughout 

the year, so please plan well in advance.


